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a b s t r a c t
Decomposition-based quantitative electromyography (DQEMG) comprises a group of methods used to
obtain information related to the health of the neuromuscular system. Although primarily objective,
aspects of the data analysis protocol include operator decisions that may impact its reliability and reduce
the applicability of the technique among multiple users. Thus, the objective of this study was to establish the inter-rater reliability of the protocol used for DQEMG analysis among ﬁve raters. Seventy data
ﬁles previously obtained using DQEMG from healthy control subjects and patients with disorders of the
neuromuscular system were analyzed by four novice and one experienced rater. Values obtained from
this analysis were then evaluated for reliability within the novice raters and in contrast to the results of
the experienced rater to examine the inﬂuence of the level of rater experience on the results obtained.
The majority of the parameters associated with the number of motor unit potentials and their physiological characteristics were found to be reliable among all raters, with moderate-high ICC values observed
for both the biceps brachii and ﬁrst dorsal interosseous muscles. The data suggest that the level of rater
experience does not greatly inﬂuence the results obtained and that the analysis can be reliably performed
by a rater who is given suitable instruction. These ﬁndings are important particularly given the potential
use of DQEMG as an outcome measure in multi-center studies.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
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potential; NpAmp, negative-peak amplitude; S-MUP, surface-detected motor unit
potential.
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Decomposition-based
quantitative
electromyography
(DQEMG) has been designed to provide information pertaining to the physiological characteristics and numbers of motor
units (MUs) within a given muscle or muscle group (Doherty and
Stashuk, 2003). Clinically this information is valuable in that it
provides insight into the changes occurring at the level of the MU
in response to disorders of the neuromuscular system. Evidence
to support this has come from several studies, including the
observation of decreased MU number estimates and increased MU
size and complexity in patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS) (Boe et al., 2007) and Charcot-Marie Tooth (CMT) disease
(Shy et al., 2007), in addition to demonstrating age-related MU
remodeling and an associated decrease in the estimated numbers
of MUs in old and very old men (McNeil et al., 2005).
To provide value as a clinical tool, it is important to ensure the
data obtained using DQEMG are reliable from one test to the next
both within and across raters. When studies are performed by experienced raters, DQEMG has been found to be reliable, with high
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Fig. 1. Decomposition summary. Sample of four MUP trains (vertical, labeled A–D) that represent the decomposition of a typical needle-detected EMG signal and subsequent
analysis of the needle- and surface-detected signal. Columns from left to right represent (1) prototypical needle-detected MUP; (2) individual MUPs of each MUP train
superimposed in a shimmer plot; (3) surface-detected MUP and number of contributing discharges; (4) IDI histogram; and (5) ﬁring rate vs. time plot representing MUP
train discharge times and instantaneous ﬁring rate plots. Raters are required to review each MUP train based on objective and subjective criteria to determine whether to
include or exclude a particular MUP train. Brieﬂy, this process includes: (i) does the MUP train include a minimum of 51 contributing MUPs (column 1), (ii) is the COV value
associated with the IDI < 0.30 (column 4), (iii) does the ﬁring rate vs. time plot display a consistent ﬁring rate pattern (column 5), and (iv) does the IDI histogram have a
normally distributed main peak (column 4).

intra- and inter-rater reliability observed for data collection and
analysis (Boe et al., 2006, 2009; Calder et al., 2008).
Although DQEMG has been designed to utilize objective criteria
during data collection and analysis, some aspects of the analysis are not amenable to quantiﬁcation or classiﬁcation and thus
are at the discretion of the operator. These include the decisions
to include or exclude needle-detected MU potential (MUP) trains
and surface-detected MUPs (S-MUPs) that do not meet the objective inclusion criteria of the DQEMG software. Additionally, raters
may be required to re-position inaccurately placed markers used to
calculate MUP duration and amplitude measures. Although these
subjective components do not impact reliability in studies performed by experienced raters (Boe et al., 2006, 2009; Calder et al.,
2008), this may not be the case when analysis is performed by less
experienced raters, which may occur in larger, multi-center studies.
Thus, the purpose of this study was to examine the potential impact
of rater experience on the intra-rater reliability of the procedures
used for the analysis of DQEMG data obtained from subjects with
and without neuromuscular disorder.
2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
DQEMG data from 28 healthy control subjects (27 ± 5 years),
nine patients with ALS (52 ± 12 years) and three patients with CMT,
Type X (CMT-X, 46 ± 9 years) who had previously undergone examination using DQEMG were analyzed in the current study. Biceps
brachii (BB) data were obtained from 28 healthy control subjects
and seven patients with ALS. First dorsal interosseous (FDI) data
were obtained from 24 healthy control subjects, eight patients with
ALS and three patients with CMT-X. All subjects had previously

provided informed consent and the University of Western Ontario
ethics review board approved the study.
2.2. DQEMG data collection
The DQEMG method, associated algorithms and data collection protocols for the FDI and BB muscles have been described in
detail elsewhere (Boe et al., 2004, 2007; Doherty and Stashuk, 2003;
Stashuk, 1999). Utilizing a series of pattern recognition algorithms
in addition to spike-triggered averaging, DQEMG is able to breakdown both a needle and surface-detected EMG signal, acquired
simultaneously during a voluntary muscle contraction, into their
individual needle and surface-detected MUPs (Stashuk, 1999,
2001). Brieﬂy, DQEMG decomposes the composite needle-detected
EMG signal into its constituent MUP trains using shape and temporal information related to the individual MUP discharges in addition
to MU ﬁring time statistics. Using these needle-detected MUPs as
triggers for spike-triggered averaging, a sample of MUPs, detected
via surface electrodes (S-MUPs), are obtained. These S-MUPs are
representative of the sizes of the MUs in the underlying muscle
of interest (Stalberg, 1980; Stalberg and Fawcett, 1982). Parameters associated with the needle and surface-detected MUPs provide
information regarding MU size, complexity and discharge rate.
Although not presented here, if a representative sample of these SMUPs is attained (≥20), a mean S-MUP size can be determined and
divided into a corresponding size-related parameter of a maximal
M wave to produce a MU number estimate (Boe et al., 2004).
2.3. Raters
The novice raters were four second-year students enrolled in a
Masters level clinical program at the University of Western Ontario.
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Each had previously demonstrated a fundamental understanding
of neurophysiology, completing both undergraduate and graduate level courses in the neurosciences. The novice raters had no
previous experience with either qualitative or quantitative EMG
(including DQEMG). To investigate the effect of rater experience
on data analysis, the results of the novice group were compared to
those of a rater who has used DQEMG extensively for ∼6 years (i.e.,
the ‘experienced rater’).
2.4. Data analysis
Prior to data analysis, the novice raters were oriented to the
DQEMG software and quantitative EMG examination during three
group instructional sessions with the experienced rater. During the
ﬁrst session, the expert rater described in detail and demonstrated
to the novice raters the process of DQEMG data analysis. Data analysis primarily involves the inclusion or exclusion of MUP trains
and the re-positioning of inaccurately placed markers following
the automated portion of the analysis. Inclusion or exclusion of
the MUP trains is based on both objective and subjective criteria,
and involves the rater addressing four sequential points, which are
highlighted in Fig. 1 and outlined in the following text: (1) does
the MUP train include a minimum of 51 contributing MUPs; (2) is
the coefﬁcient of variation (COV) value associated with the interdischarge interval (IDI) less than 0.30 (Fuglevand et al., 1993); (3)
does the ﬁring rate vs. time plot display a consistent ﬁring rate pattern; and (4) does the IDI histogram have a normally (Gaussian)
distributed main peak. To illustrate this process, a sample of MUP
trains is presented as an example (Fig. 1). Based on the objective criteria of points 1 and 2, MUP trains ‘A, B and C’ would be included in
the analysis, whereas MUP train ‘D’ (which represents a poor example) would be excluded due to a COV value in excess of 0.30 (Fig. 1,
column 4). Steps 3 and 4 comprise the subjective component of the
analysis, requiring a review and decision with regard to suitability
for acceptance. In comparison to MUP train ‘A’, which represents a
prototypical case for inclusion, MUP trains ‘B’ and ‘C’ contain features that complicate the decision making process. For instance,
although MUP train ‘B’ displays a relatively normally distributed
IDI histogram main peak (Fig. 1, column 4), there is a degree of
variability in the ﬁring rate vs. time plot (Fig. 1, column 5). There is
less variability in the ﬁring rate vs. time plot for MUP train ‘C’ but the
IDI histogram has multiple peaks (Fig. 1, columns 5 and 4, respectively). For this sample, MUP trains ‘A’ and ‘B’ would be included in
the analysis, with MUP train ‘C’ ultimately being excluded due to
the variability observed in the IDI histogram.
Subsequent to the inclusion/exclusion process, the rater reviews
the automated marker placements for the needle- and surfacedetected MUPs associated with the remaining MUP trains. This
process includes examination of individual MUPs in a magniﬁed
view (i.e., decreased amplitude and duration scaling) to ensure
accurate placement of markers at the onset, negative peak, positive
peak and end of the MUP waveform (Fig. 2). Markers may be manually re-positioned if they are deemed by the rater to be incorrectly
placed. Lastly, visual inspection of the negative onset of the S-MUP
waveform is performed at this time to ensure it occurred within
10 ms of the onset of the needle-detected MUP. Surface-detected
MUPs that do not ﬁt this criterion are excluded from further analysis.
At the conclusion of the ﬁrst session, each of the novice raters
was provided with the same set of six DQEMG data ﬁles obtained
from the FDI (n = 3) and BB muscles (n = 3). Each set included
both control and patient data. The novice raters were instructed
to familiarize themselves with the DQEMG software and to practice analyzing the six data ﬁles using the steps described above.
A second session occurred one week later to review and address
any questions regarding the data analysis. During the ﬁnal ses-

Fig. 2. (A) Needle-detected MUP (darker tracing) superimposed on its representative surface-detected MUP (lighter tracing). Markers 1-4 represent: (1) onset – point
of deviation from baseline (negative or positive); (2) positive peak – point of greatest
positive deviation from the baseline; (3) negative peak – point of greatest negative
deviation from the baseline; (4) end – point of cessation of EMG activity (i.e., a
return to baseline with no subsequent negative or positive deviation). * represents
the onset of the surface-detected MUP. (B) Surface-detected MUP (darker tracing)
superimposed on its representative needle-detected MUP (lighter tracing). Markers
2–3 represent: (2) negative onset – point of greatest negative deviation (represented
by highest slope) from the baseline; (3) negative peak – point of greatest negative
deviation from the baseline; (4) positive peak – point of greatest positive deviation
from the baseline. * represents the onset of the needle-detected MUP.
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Table 1
Biceps brachii values across ﬁve raters. Values are expressed as mean ± SD representing results of data analysis for 28 BB data ﬁles for each rater. NpAmp, negative-peak
amplitude; P–P Vol, peak–peak voltage. See text for additional abbreviations.
Parameter

Rater 1

Rater 2

Rater 3

Rater 4

Rater 5a

Needle MUP duration (ms)
AAR
Number of phases
Number of turns
Firing rate (Hz)
COV IDI histogram
Surface-detected NpAmp (V)
Number of MUPs
Needle P–P Vol (V)

10.0 ± 1.8
1.3 ± 0.2
2.5 ± 0.4
3.0 ± 0.4
12.0 ± 1.2
0.1 ± 0.01
60.1 ± 21.3
–
–

9.9 ± 1.7
1.3 ± 0.2
2.5 ± 0.5
3.0 ± 0.4
12.0 ± 1.3
0.1 ± 0.01
60.4 ± 19.8
27 ± 7
386 ± 63.5

9.5 ± 1.6
1.4 ± 0.2
2.4 ± 0.3
2.8 ± 0.4
12.1 ± 1.2
0.1 ± 0.01
56.0 ± 20.1
–
–

9.3 ± 1.6
1.3 ± 0.2
2.4 ± 0.4
3.0 ± 0.4
11.9 ± 1.2
0.1 ± 0.01
61.7 ± 20.5
28 ± 7
387 ± 65.3

9.3 ± 1.5
1.4 ± 0.2
2.6 ± 0.2
2.7 ± 0.4
12.2 ± 1.2
0.08 ± 0.01
55.5 ± 19.5
26 ± 7
348 ± 65.8

a
b

ICC value
4 Raters

5 Raters

0.847
0.916
0.379
0.819
0.970
0.901
0.962
0.964b
0.954b

0.776
0.862
0.299
0.735
0.957
0.465
0.950
0.716b
0.831b

Experienced rater.
ICC values representative of 2 and 3 raters, respectively.

sion (which occurred one day following the preceding session),
any additional questions were addressed and each of the raters
received the data ﬁles (N = 70) for analysis. Raters were instructed
to continue performing the analysis in the periods between training sessions to generate additional questions and to implement
discussion points from the previous session. Throughout the training period, each rater spent approximately 12 h practicing data
analysis (4 h per week) and each was provided with equal opportunity to discuss any questions or concerns with the experienced
rater. Questions posed by an individual rater and the subsequent
response were presented to the group to ensure consistency in the
information delivered to the novice raters throughout the training
period.
2.5. Statistics
Prior to statistical analysis, a mean value for the size, complexity and number of needle-detected MUPs, and the size of the
S-MUPs was obtained for BB and FDI data for each individual rater.
Data were then tested for normality, and those that were outside the normal distribution were analyzed using non-parametric
statistics. Thus, comparison of these mean values among the four
novice raters was performed using either a standard one-way
analysis of variance or a Kruskal–Wallis one-way analysis of variance, with an a priori alpha level of p < 0.05 denoting signiﬁcance
(GraphPad Prism 4; GraphPad Software v. 4.02, San Diego, CA). If
signiﬁcant differences were detected, post hoc analyses were performed to determine the signiﬁcant interactions using either the
Tukey or Dunn test. Reliability amongst the novice raters was then
determined using a two-way random, single measure intraclass
correlation coefﬁcient (ICC; SPSS v.15.0, Chicago, IL). This particular form of ICC was used to determine reliability as it accounts
for the consistency of the values and their absolute agreement
and is useful in assessing the generalizability of the values from
each of the raters in the current study to future operators (Bartko,
1966; Laschinger, 1992; Muller and Buttner, 1994; Shrout and
Fleiss, 1979). These same analyses were repeated following the
addition of the results from the experienced rater to allow for
contrast with those of the novice group. Lastly, to allow for comparison to a recently published study, two additional parameters
(MUP peak–peak voltage and the total number of MUPs included
post-data analysis) were analyzed for each data ﬁle in a sub-set
of the raters (two novice and the experienced rater). As a portion
of this secondary analysis was performed between only the two
members of the novice group, either a standard pairwise t test or
the Wilcoxon ranked sums test was employed (SPSS v.15.0 Graduate Student Package, Chicago, IL). Patient and control data were
analyzed separately to allow for assessment of reliability among
data obtained from individuals with and without neuromuscu-

lar disorder. All data are presented as mean values ± standard
deviation.
3. Results
3.1. Biceps brachii – controls and patients
3.1.1. Novice raters
Mean values among the novice raters were similar for both control and patient data ﬁles. Parameters associated with the size,
complexity and discharge rate of the needle-detected MUPs (i.e.,
duration, area-to-amplitude ratio (AAR), numbers of phases and
turns and ﬁring rate) were examined across the four novice raters.
With the exception of MUP duration (p < 0.05), all other needle
parameters were found to be similar (p > 0.05, Tables 1 and 3). Post
hoc analysis of the MUP duration data revealed differences amongst
three of the four novice raters (Tables 1 and 3). Values associated
with the COV of the IDI histogram and the surface-detected MUP
size (based on negative-peak amplitude), were also found to be
similar across the novice raters (p > 0.05). Lastly, analysis within
a sub-set of the novice raters (raters 2 and 3, Tables 1 and 3)
revealed no differences (p > 0.05) for either the number of MUP
trains included in the analysis or the amplitude of the needledetected MUPs (based on peak–peak voltage). Consistent with
the aforementioned results, high ICC values were observed for all
parameters across the four raters for both control and patient data,
with the exception of the number of phases which had a low ICC
value in both subject groups (Tables 1 and 3).
3.1.2. Novice and experienced raters
In general, the inclusion of the experienced rater (rater 5) in the
statistical analyses increased the variability of the data as compared
to within the novice raters alone. Motor unit potential duration,
numbers of phases and turns, and the COV values associated with
the IDI were all found to differ signiﬁcantly with the addition of the
experienced rater. Of these parameters, MUP duration and the COV
values were different for both control and patient data, whereas
the numbers of phases and turns differed only within the control
subjects (Tables 1 and 3). Post hoc analyses revealed differences
between one of the novice raters and the experienced rater for MUP
duration and the numbers of phases and turns (Tables 1 and 3);
however, differences between each of the novice raters and the
experienced rater were noted for the COV values (Tables 1 and 3).
No signiﬁcant differences were observed for AAR, ﬁring rate or
S-MUP negative-peak amplitude across the ﬁve raters for either
the control or patient data. The number of MUP trains included
in the analysis and needle-detected MUP peak–peak voltage differed amongst the sub-set of novice raters and the experienced
rater for the control and patient data, with the exception of the
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Table 2
First dorsal interosseous values across ﬁve raters. Values are expressed as mean ± SD representing results of data analysis for 24 FDI data ﬁles for each rater. NpAmp,
negative-peak amplitude; P–P Vol, peak–peak voltage. See text for additional abbreviations.
Parameter

Rater 1

Rater 2

Rater 3

Rater 4

Rater 5a

ICC value
4 Raters

5 Raters

Needle MUP duration (ms)
AAR
Number of phases
Number of turns
Firing Rate (Hz)
COV IDI histogram
Surface-detected NpAmp (V)
Number of MUPs
Needle P–P Vol (V)

9.5 ± 1.5
1.3 ± 0.2
2.7 ± 0.3
3.3 ± 0.4
12.4 ± 2.7
0.13 ± 0.01
135 ± 47.3
–
–

9.7 ± 1.3
1.3 ± 0.2
2.8 ± 0.5
3.5 ± 1.0
13.0 ± 2.1
0.13 ± 0.02
135 ± 48.1
29 ± 6
516.1 ± 108.0

9.2 ± 1.5
1.3 ± 0.2
2.5 ± 0.3
3.2 ± 0.3
12.7 ± 1.4
0.13 ± 0.02
129 ± 44.5
–
–

7.9 ± 1.3
1.3 ± 0.2
2.6 ± 0.3
3.2 ± 0.3
12.7 ± 1.5
0.14 ± 0.02
135 ± 45.3
30 ± 7
500.1 ± 100.0

7.9 ± 1.4
1.3 ± 0.2
2.5 ± 0.3
2.9 ± 0.3
13.0 ± 1.4
0.11 ± 0.02
131 ± 46.2
35 ± 11
450.0 ± 96.2

0.543
0.905
0.319
0.293
0.608
0.902
0.971
0.853b
0.884b

0.521
0.888
0.243
0.259
0.650
0.651
0.968
0.605b
0.760b

a
b

Experienced rater.
ICC values representative of 2 and 3 raters, respectively.

number of MUP trains included for the control group. Post hoc analyses revealed differences between each of the novice raters and the
experienced rater. Although a number of the parameters investigated demonstrated differences between the experienced and at
least one of the novice raters, ICC values ranged from moderatehigh for the majority of the parameters. Similar to the ﬁndings
amongst the novice raters, the ICC values for the ﬁve raters were
lowest for the number of phases in the control and patient data
(Tables 1 and 3).

the number of turns revealed differences between raters 1, 2 and 3
when compared to rater 5 (Table 2). Examination of the number of
MUPs included post-data analysis and of the needle-detected MUP
peak–peak voltage in the sub-set of novice raters compared to the
experienced rater revealed signiﬁcant differences across control
and patient data for both parameters (Tables 2 and 4). The exception
was peak–peak voltage, which was similar across the raters for the
patient data (Tables 2 and 4). Where signiﬁcant differences were
detected, post hoc analyses revealed differences between each of
novice raters (raters 2 and 4) and the experienced rater.

3.2. First dorsal interosseous – controls and patients
4. Discussion
3.2.1. Novice raters
Although similar values were observed for MUP duration and
the number of phases, statistical analysis revealed signiﬁcant differences among the four novice raters for the control and patient data
(Tables 2 and 4). Post hoc analyses revealed differences between
raters 1 and 4 for MUP duration (controls and patients), and raters
2 and 3 (controls), and 1 and 3 (patients), for the number of phases.
With the exception of the COV values associated with the IDI histogram of the patient data (p < 0.05; with post hoc results revealing
a difference between rater 1 compared to 4), all other parameters
including number of turns, AAR, COV of the IDI (controls), ﬁring
rate and S-MUP negative-peak amplitude, were similar (p > 0.05)
for the control and patient data. Examination of the two additional parameters (number of MUPs included post-data analysis
and needle-detected MUP peak–peak voltage) revealed no significant differences between the sub-set of novice raters (2 and 4)
for either the control or patient data. Analysis performed using
the ICC to assess reliability generally paralleled the above highlighted statistical pattern, with moderate to high values observed
for parameters that were not statistically different (Tables 2 and 4).
An exception to this trend was noted for the numbers of turns, as a
low ICC value was observed despite the non-signiﬁcant ﬁnding.
3.2.2. Novice and experienced raters
Similar to the BB, analyses of the FDI data which included the
experienced rater resulted in signiﬁcant differences for a number of
the parameters examined for control and patient data. For both data
sets, signiﬁcant differences were found across the ﬁve raters for the
number of phases, MUP duration and the COV values associated
with the IDI. Post hoc analyses revealed differences between one of
the novice raters (rater 2) and the experienced rater for the number
of phases, with differences noted between each of the novice raters
and the experienced rater for MUP duration and the COV values. For
the remaining parameters (numbers of turns, AAR, ﬁring rate and
S-MUP negative-peak amplitude) no signiﬁcant differences were
observed for the control or patient data, with the exception of the
number of turns for the control subject data. Post hoc analysis of

The goal of this study was to examine the inter-rater reliability
of DQEMG data analysis, with a focus on the level of rater experience on the reliability of the results obtained. The observation of
moderate-high levels of reliability for the majority of the parameters examined suggests that following a brief training period, novice
raters are able to independently achieve similar results, both across
their group and in comparison to an experienced rater. Although
moderate-high levels of reliability were observed, mean values for
some parameters were found to be signiﬁcantly different amongst
the raters. Potential sources of this variability and their inﬂuence
on the clinical application of DQEMG are discussed below.
4.1. Inter-rater differences
Differences observed among raters for the parameters reported
in the present study can be attributed to two sources of variability
in the data analysis process. First, the presence of a bias in the type
of MUP trains that are included or excluded by a given rater can
lead to differences across raters in the values associated with MU
size. Second, variability in the placement of markers denoting MUP
onset and end will result in differences in the values dependent on
these markers for quantiﬁcation (i.e., duration, numbers of phases
and turns).
4.1.1. Inclusion and exclusion of MUP trains
As highlighted in Section 2, raters make decisions regarding the
inclusion or exclusion of MUP trains based on objective and subjective criteria. Due to the subjective component of this process, it is
possible that different raters may include/exclude MUP trains with
a bias to MUs at the extremes of the size spectrum (i.e., smaller or
larger MUs) resulting in MUP size-related values that are divergent
from the other raters. For instance, in the example provided (Fig. 1),
MUP trains ‘C’ and ‘D’ are considered ‘merged trains’, or trains that
represent the MUPs of two MUs ﬁring synchronously or in close
temporal succession (Stashuk, 2001, 1999). These ‘merged trains’
represent temporal and morphological information reﬂective of the
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Table 3
Biceps brachii values across ﬁve raters (patients). Values are expressed as mean ± SD representing results of data analysis for 7 BB data ﬁles for each rater. NpAmp, negative-peak
amplitude; P–P Vol, peak–peak voltage. See text for additional abbreviations.
Parameter

Rater 1

Rater 2

Rater 3

Rater 4

Rater 5a

Needle MUP duration (ms)
AAR
Number of phases
Number of turns
Firing rate (Hz)
COV IDI histogram
Surface-detected NpAmp (V)
Number of MUPs
Needle P–P Vol (V)

12.7 ± 2.6
1.8 ± 0.3
2.9 ± 0.5
3.5 ± 0.8
12.3 ± 1.8
0.12 ± 0.03
52.3 ± 16.1
–
–

13.2 ± 2.4
1.8 ± 0.3
2.9 ± 0.4
3.6 ± 0.8
12.2 ± 1.7
0.13 ± 0.03
55.7 ± 24.2
15 ± 7
501 ± 92.1

12.3 ± 1.9
1.8 ± 0.3
3.1 ± 0.7
3.3 ± 0.8
12.3 ± 1.7
0.13 ± 0.03
53.0 ± 25.8
–
–

11.5 ± 2.0
1.8 ± 0.3
2.7 ± 0.2
3.5 ± 0.8
12.2 ± 1.8
0.13 ± 0.03
57.7 ± 24.0
15 ± 6
501 ± 90.6

11.9 ± 1.7
1.8 ± 0.3
2.9 ± 0.2
3.2 ± 0.5
12.2 ± 1.4
0.11 ± 0.03
58.0 ± 34.0
21 ± 7
460 ± 95.2

a
b

ICC value
4 Raters

5 Raters

0.767
0.920
−0.060
0.953
0.987
0.955
0.911
0.974b
0.955b

0.777
0.924
−0.022
0.881
0.973
0.867
0.893
0.673b
0.924b

Experienced rater.
ICC values representative of 2 and 3 raters, respectively.

aggregate activity of two MUs and they often represent MUs that
contribute signiﬁcantly to the overall EMG and have large amplitude MUPs (both needle- and surface-detected). A bias to their
inclusion considerably increases the resultant MUP size-related
values (unpublished observation). An additional consideration with
respect to MUP inclusion/exclusion is the number of MUPs each
rater includes post-analysis. Variability in this value would indicate differences in the exclusion rate across raters, as well as
suggest a difference in the criteria used in the inclusion/exclusion
process.
While it is likely that the aforementioned factors associated
with the inclusion/exclusion process contribute a degree of variability, based on our results it is reasonable to suggest that their
contribution is small relative to the process of marker placement
(see next section for detailed discussion). Amongst the novice
raters, the observation of similar IDI histogram COV values for
controls and patients indicate that the raters were managing the
inclusion/exclusion of these ‘merged trains’ in a similar manner.
Additionally, the observation of low COV values among the novice
raters (Tables 1–4) indicates that they were effectively excluding
‘merged trains’, as elevated COV values would have resulted from
their inclusion in the analysis. Comparison of the novice group with
the experienced rater however revealed signiﬁcantly lower COV
values for the experienced rater for the control and patient data in
both muscles examined. While this difference may be interpreted
as a tendency for the experienced rater to exclude a greater number
of ‘merged trains’ in contrast to the novice raters, the COV values
observed do not support this. Although the experienced rater had
lower COV values for both muscles and across both subject groups,
the largest difference in COV values between a novice and the experienced rater was 0.03 (0.11 vs. 0.14; Table 4). More importantly,
the COV values noted for all raters were well below the 0.30 cut-off,
substantiating the conclusion that this group was able to appro-

priately exclude those MUP trains that were not representative of
single MU discharges.
Data pertaining to MU size further support a parallel approach
to MUP inclusion/exclusion between the novice group and experienced rater. Had differences been present in the types of MUP
trains included or excluded, it would be reasonable to expect differences in the size-related values of the MUs resulting from the
analysis. This was not the case however as S-MUP size, which is
reﬂective of MU size (Stalberg, 1980; Stalberg and Fawcett, 1982),
was found to be similar across all raters for both muscles and control and patient data (Tables 1–4). In-line with this ﬁnding were
considerably high S-MUP reliability values across the ﬁve raters,
with ICC values ranging from 0.893 to 0.971 (Tables 1–4).
Examination of the number of MUPs included in the analysis
was limited to two novice (raters 2 and 4) and the experienced
rater. These data, while limited, conﬁrm the novice raters had a
similar rate of MUP train exclusion. In comparison to the experienced rater however, the data revealed a trend for the experienced
rater to include a greater number of MUP trains, particularly for the
patient data (Tables 3 and 4). This ﬁnding does not seem to reﬂect
the inclusion of a greater number of ‘merged trains’ by the experienced rater, as outlined above, nor does it seem to impact on the
size of the MUs being included in the analysis, based on the similarities observed for S-MUP negative-peak amplitude. It does indicate
that the novice raters were slightly more conservative in accepting
MUP trains, particularly those acquired from patient populations. It
could be speculated that this ﬁnding was the result of an increased
level of difﬁculty in analyzing data obtained from individuals with
neuromuscular disease. Speciﬁcally, our experience with this type
of data suggests the MUP trains have greater variability, likely
resulting from an ongoing process of denervation–reinnervation,
and its associated motor control challenges. Increased variability in
the MUP train data in-turn increases the difﬁculty associated with

Table 4
First dorsal interosseous values across ﬁve raters (patients). Values are expressed as mean ± SD representing results of data analysis for 11 FDI data ﬁles for each rater. NpAmp,
negative-peak amplitude; P–P Vol, peak–peak voltage. See text for additional abbreviations.
Parameter

Needle MUP duration (ms)
AAR
Number of phases
Number of turns
Firing rate (Hz)
COV IDI histogram
Surface-detected NpAmp (V)
Number of MUPs
Needle P–P Vol (V)
a
b

Rater 1

13.3 ± 2.6
1.9 ± 0.4
2.9 ± 0.3
3.7 ± 0.5
11.1 ± 2.8
0.13 ± 0.02
165 ± 91.0
–
–

Rater 2

13.8 ± 2.4
1.9 ± 0.4
2.9 ± 0.3
3.6 ± 0.5
10.9 ± 2.8
0.14 ± 0.02
169 ± 88.3
18 ± 6
1136 ± 602.3

Rater 3

12.7 ± 2.1
1.9 ± 0.4
2.7 ± 0.2
3.4 ± 0.6
11.1 ± 2.8
0.14 ± 0.02
150 ± 79.2
–
–

Rater 4

11.3 ± 2.4
1.9 ± 0.4
2.7 ± 0.3
3.4 ± 0.4
11.0 ± 2.9
0.14 ± 0.02
173 ± 90.5
18 ± 6
1139 ± 531.2

Rater 5a

11.9 ± 2.2
1.9 ± 0.4
2.8 ± 0.2
3.2 ± 0.4
11.5 ± 2.7
0.11 ± 0.02
157 ± 74.0
22 ± 6
1083 ± 706.6

ICC values
4 Raters

5 Raters

0.650
0.953
0.470
0.721
0.987
0.843
0.910
0.895b
0.957b

0.664
0.953
0.471
0.670
0.978
0.686
.0911
0.730b
0.939b

Experienced rater.
ICC values representative of 2 and 3 raters, respectively.
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making subjective decisions regarding inclusion and exclusion, and
it appears the novice raters ‘erred on the side of caution’, which
resulted in the inclusion of fewer MUP trains relative to the experienced rater. Unfortunately, the present data set does not allow
for investigation into why the novice raters have a slightly higher
rate of MUP train exclusion, and thus this ﬁnding may warrant
additional study in the future.

also high (Tables 1–4), a ﬁnding which is consistent with previous intra- and inter-rater studies of experienced operators (Boe et
al., 2009; Calder et al., 2008). These ﬁndings suggest that it may
be preferable to utilize AAR rather than MUP duration to identify
neuropathic and myopathic disorders.

4.1.2. Marker placement
Although a majority of the parameters reported demonstrated
moderate-high reliability based on the ICC, comparison of values
representing MU size (MUP duration) and complexity (number of
turns and phases) revealed signiﬁcant differences amongst this
group of raters. This is of particular concern, as this variability
potentially impacts on the ability to discern differences from one
test to the next between those changes that result from disease
progression or treatment and those that result from variability
inherent in the analysis procedure. While the degree of variability
may be inﬂuenced by the process of MUP train inclusion/exclusion
as highlighted above, the current results, coupled with previous
ﬁndings (Calder et al., 2008), indicate the primary source of variability is in the process of marker placement on the needle-detected
MUPs. Placement of these markers, in particular the onset and end
markers, provide the limits from which MUP duration and the number of phases and turns are calculated. Due to inconsistencies in
the automated process of marker placement (Bischoff et al., 1994;
Bromberg et al., 1999; Stalberg et al., 1986; Takehara et al., 2004),
manual review and adjustment of markers is routinely performed
in DQEMG data analysis (see Section 2 and Fig. 2 for details). Our
ﬁndings indicate that these manual adjustments are not performed
reliably across raters, as signiﬁcant differences for MUP duration
were detected for both muscles across all raters for the control
and patient data. Consistent with this ﬁnding, low ICC values were
observed for the number of phases and turns. This may be related
to characteristics inherent in the statistical analyses, as the ICC is
strongly inﬂuenced by the variance of the parameter or variable in
the population which is being assessed (Bartko, 1966; Shrout and
Fleiss, 1979). For example, when the ICC is applied to a variable
within a population that is near-uniform (i.e., displays little variation), discrepancies amongst raters tend to be magniﬁed, resulting
in the generation of a lower ICC value than what would have been
produced if it was applied to a population with a greater degree
of variability. This fact notwithstanding, the ﬁnding of signiﬁcant
differences for MUP duration and the number of phases and turns
between raters is similar to previous studies examining intra- and
inter-rater reliability among experienced users of quantitative electromyography (Boe et al., 2006, 2009; Calder et al., 2008; Rodriguez
et al., 2007).
Consistent with the conclusions of Calder et al. (2008), the variability associated with measures of MUP duration observed with
DQEMG may have a signiﬁcant impact on the study of clinical
populations, as this measure is often used in the identiﬁcation
of neuropathic and myopathic disorders (Bischoff et al., 1994;
Nandedkar et al., 1988; Stewart et al., 1989). This potential clinical limitation of DQEMG (and other clinically viable quantitative
EMG systems) stresses that an alternative means of assessing muscle and nerve disease using quantitative data generated by DQEMG
would be advantageous. Previous studies have identiﬁed AAR as a
useful index of MU size or ‘thickness’ that is of similar utility to MUP
duration in assessing neuropathy and myopathy (Nandedkar et al.,
1988). Area-to-amplitude ratio has also been reported to be robust
to poor signal-to-noise ratio, which is a contributing factor to inaccurate marker placement (Nandedkar et al., 1988). In the present
study, AAR was remarkably consistent across the group of raters,
with no differences detected across all raters for control or patient
data for either muscle examined. Reliability amongst all raters was

Our results indicate that the majority of the quantitative MU
analysis parameters can be reliably analyzed across a group of
novice raters, and that these results are similar to those generated by an experienced rater. It is important to acknowledge
however that while our index of reliability was often high, signiﬁcant differences were detected amongst the raters for some of
the values measured. Although this variability does not appreciably
impact the results obtained for many parameters, the clinical utility of other parameters, including MUP duration, are inﬂuenced by
the degree of variability. As such, future work should be directed
towards improving the automated process of marker placement
and the procedure used for manual adjustments, with the goal of
improving the reliability of these measures and in-turn their clinical utility. With regard to the use of DQEMG in multi-center studies
however, it may be important to consider the need of having a single examiner review individual data sets to ensure consistency in
the analysis procedure.
Overall, DQEMG has the potential to be a viable quantitative
tool to monitor changes at the level of the MU in individuals with
or without neuromuscular disorder, further supporting its use in
multi-center studies.

4.2. Summary and conclusions
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